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Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) control is a promising tool to control §ows. Initially developed for systems of moderate size, it is not directly applicable to §uid mechanics problems, requiring a reduced model.
Three popular ways of reducing the system will be presented and their
ability to control the global instability of an incompressible cavity §ow
will be studied. A comparison between reduced models based on global
modes, Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) modes and Balanced
POD (BPOD) modes permits to discuss the relevant quantities to be
captured by the reduced model to insure a successful control.

1

INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, substantial e¨ort has been placed on suppressing instabilities in unstable §ows. To achieve this goal, the tools developed in control theory,
such as optimal control, seem quite promising. However, since the typical size
of discretized problems in §uid mechanics is generally too high to apply these
techniques directly, a reduced-order model (ROM) of the §ow is needed.
A reduced model may be obtained by a PetrovGalerkin projection of the
discretized equations onto either global [1], POD [2], or balanced modes [3]. Each
of these bases captures a di¨erent feature of the §ow and thus accomplishes a
di¨erent goal. For control problems, the relevant quantity of interest is the input
output relation which can be optimally captured by balanced truncation [4]. This
method, which determines modes that show the same amount of controllability
and observability, became recently computationally a¨ordable with the so-called
BPOD technique [5].
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In this paper, reduced models based on global modes, POD, and BPOD
modes will be determined. Since the inputoutput relation is a key parameter
for control problems, the ability of each model to capture this quantity will be
evaluated. Then, the capacity of stabilizing the §ow with closed-loop control will
be demonstrated. In conclusion, a comparison concerning the minimal number
of modes required by each reduced model to stabilize the §ow is made.

2

CONFIGURATION AND MATHEMATICAL
MODELING

Let consider the §ow over an open square cavity (Fig. 1). The §ow is incompressible and the Reynolds number based on the cavity depth and the in§ow
velocity is 7500. This §ow is subject to a low-frequency unsteadiness which can
be modeled by a global instability approach [6]. According to the global stability
theory, the linear growth of perturbations is studied. The base §ow, solution of
the steady NavierStokes equations, is computed using a Newton method and
shown in Fig. 2. For this Reynolds number, the base §ow is globally unstable.
A feedback control strategy is implemented to suppress the instabilities, using
a normal blowing and suction actuator located at the leading edge of the cavity
and a shear-stress sensor at the trailing edge.
The linearized NavierStokes equations are discretized with ¦nite elements
using P2 (respectively, P1) elements for the velocity components u = (u, v)T (respectively, the pressure component p). This results in approximately n
≈ 900 000 degrees of freedom. The discretized problem can be written as:
Q

dX
= AX + Cc ;
dt
m = MX

Figure 1 Sketch of the cavityl

Figure 2 Base §ow. (Refer Barbagallo
et al., p. 504.)
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(1)
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where X = (u, p)T ; A is the linearized NavierStokes operator; C is the control
matrix; M is the measurement matrix; and Q stands for the weight matrix arising
from the ¦nite elements discretization. The use of a Single Input Single Output
(SISO) framework implies that C (respectively, M) is of dimension (n × 1) (respectively, (1 × n)); c is the scalar control law; and m is the scalar measure both
depending on time. Note that XT QY represent the energy based scalar product
between X and Y.

3

MODEL REDUCTION

In order to apply LQG control, it is necessary to reduce the size of the system.
This is achieved by a PetrovGalerkin projection of Eq. (1) onto a particular
basis. In general case, this basis is bi-orthogonal: the basis V (so-called ¤direct
basis¤) veri¦es the relation W∗ QV = I where W is the adjoint basis.
To control global instabilities, it is required to model the unstable subspace
and may also be necessary to model the stable subspace. In this study, these
subspaces will be modeled separately. The unstable global modes will be considered for the unstable subspace. For the stable subspace, models based on global,
POD, and BPOD modes will be computed and compared.
3.1

Global Modes

Let consider global modes of the following form:
“ y)eλt ,
X(x, y, t) = X(x,

λ = σ + iω

which are solutions of the eigenvalue
“ = AX.
“ This equation is
problem λQX
solved with a shift-invert Arnoldi algorithm. The least-stable part of the
global spectrum is displayed in Fig. 3.
Four unstable modes (with positive growth rate σ > 0) are shown
by empty signs. These modes, cast Figure 3 Least-stable part of the global
into the (n × (2 × 4)) matrix Vu are spectrum. Unstable modes are shown by
used for the unstable subspace mod- empty signs and stable modes are shown in
eling. The most unstable global mode black
is displayed in Fig. 4a.
The stable modes are represented by the black dots. These modes are used
to model the stable subspace. In this case, they will be cast into the (n × p)
matrix Vs where p is the dimension of the stable subspace. Note that the adjoint

basis W veri¦es the adjoint eigenvalue problem: A∗ W = QW˜.
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Figure 4 Unstable (a) and stable (b) global modes (longitudinal velocity). (Refer
Barbagallo et al., p. 506.)
3.2

Proper Orthogonal Decomposition Modes

De¦ned on the stable subspace, the POD modes are the most controllable structures, i. e., the states more easily triggered by the actuator. They correspond to
the eigenvectors of the controllability gramian de¦ned as:
Z∞
∗
GC = eAt CC∗ eA t dt
0

where the integrand is restricted to the stable subspace.
The POD modes are computed using a snapshot method [7]:
 1000 equispaced snapshots from the impulse response of the direct problem
(with the control function as initial condition) are cast into the (n × 1000)
matrix:


√
√
T = X(0–t) δ0 X(1–t) δ1 . . . ;

Figure 5 First (a) and 28th (b) POD modes (longitudinal velocity). (Refer
Barbagallo et al., p.506.)
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 a singular value decomposition (SVD) of the matrix T∗ QT is performed:
T∗ QT = T′ ›T′∗ ; and
 the POD modes are given by V = TT′ ›−1/2 .
The ¦rst and 28th POD modes are displayed in Fig. 5 by contour of longitudinal
velocity.
3.3

Balanced Proper Orthogonal Decomposition Modes

Since controllable (POD) modes can be hardly observable, they can be inappropriate in a compensated problem where an estimated §ow ¦eld is made using the
information arising from a sensor. For this reason, the modes which maximize
both controllability and observability are considered. These modes, also de¦ned
on the stable subspace, are found as the eigenvectors of the matrix GC GO where
GO is the observability gramian de¦ned as:
GO =

Z∞

∗

eA t M∗ MeAt dt .

0

Again, the integrand is restricted to the stable subspace.
The BPOD modes are computed using a snapshot method [5]:
 1000 equispaced snapshots from the impulse response of the direct problem
(with the control function as initial condition) are cast into the (n × 1000)
matrix:


√
√
T = X(0–t) δ0 X(1–t) δ1 . . . ;
 1000 equispaced snapshots from the impulse response of the adjoint problem (with the measurement function as initial condition) are cast into the
(n × 1000) matrix:


√
√
U = Y(0–t) δ0 Y(1–t) δ1 . . . ;
 an SVD of the matrix U∗ QT is performed: U∗ QT = U′ ›T′∗ ;
 the direct BPOD modes are given by V = TT′ ›−1/2 ; and
 the adjoint BPOD modes are given by W = UU′ ›−1/2 .
The ¦rst and 13th BPOD modes are displayed in Fig. 6 by contour of longitudinal
velocity.
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Figure 6 First (a) and 13th (b) BPOD modes (longitudinal velocity). (Refer
Barbagallo et al., p. 508.)

4

INPUTOUTPUT BEHAVIOR OF THE STABLE
SUBSPACE

In this section, the authors aim at evaluating how accurately the inputoutput
behavior of the stable subspace is captured by each of the reduced models. This
is done using systematic tools such as transfer functions and error norms. In the
whole section, only the stable dynamics will be considered.
Consider a reduced model of the form:

dX
X
 + Cc
 ;
=A
dt
X
.
m=M

 I−A)
 −1 C.
 It is computed for each
The transfer function is de¦ned as H(ω)
= M(iω
reduced model and compared in Figs. 7a7c with the transfer function of the full
system. The latter is the Fourier transform of the measurement signal from an
impulse response with the control function as initial condition. A quantitative
comparison is obtained using the H∞ norm de¦ned as
kG(ω)k∞ = sup |G(ω)| .
ω

 − Hk∞ /kHk∞ is plotted vs. the number
In Fig. 7d 7f, the relative H∞ -error kH
of stable modes accounted for in the ROM.
For reduced models based on global modes, the main peak is captured using
reduced models containing p = 132, 1201, and 3000. However, when more modes
are added (see p = 4000), the transfer function deteriorates. This is in agreement
with the error norm which oscillates when p < 4000 and eventually increases
drastically. This behavior can be related to the nonnormality of the linearized
NavierStokes operator. In this case, the highly damped modes become very
508
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Figure 7 Comparison of transfer function of the ROM to the exact (1) transfer
function for a projection basis of various order, using global modes (a) (2 ¡ p = 132;
3 ¡ 1201; 4 ¡ 3000; and 5 ¡ p = 4000), POD modes (b) (2 ¡ p = 10; 3 ¡ 28;
and 4 ¡ p = 50), and BPOD modes (c) (2 ¡ p = 2; 3 ¡ 6; 4 ¡ 8; and 5 ¡
p = 10). Relative H∞ -error norm as a function of the number p of included modes,
using global (d ), POD (e), and BPOD modes (f )
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sensitive to the action of the actuator when the ROM is constructed using a
bi-orthogonal projection [8]. To overcome this feature, alternative projection
techniques have been considered [9].
When POD modes are used in the reduced model, the transfer function is well
approximated provided a su©cient number of modes is retained. This feature
is observed again when BPOD modes are used; however, with a smaller number
of modes, only 10 BPOD modes are necessary to obtain an error norm of 10−2 ,
although nearly 100 POD modes are required to achieve a similar performance.
So, reduced models based on global modes (using the bi-orthogonal projection) do not capture the inputoutput relation whatever the number of modes
considered. On the contrary, reduced models based on BPOD modes achieve
this goal, so as POD modes with a much higher number of modes.

5

LINEAR QUADRATIC GAUSSIAN CONTROL
AND COMPARISON

After evaluating how reduced models based on global, POD, and BPOD modes
model the stable subspace, let come back to the full problem of the stabilization
of a globally unstable §ow.
An LQG control strategy where the controller and the estimator are designed
separately according to the separation principle is considered. The controller is
 is known for all time. It links the control
computed assuming that the variable X
 X.
 When the entire
law c and the reduced ¦eld according to a linear relation c = K
state is not known and only a measure of the state is available (so-called partial
 of the reduced ¦eld X.

state control), the estimator yields an approximation Y


In this case, the control law is computed using c = KY (see details in [10]).
The reader should remember that the controller and estimator are based on the
reduced model and not on the full system.
In Fig. 8, the energy of the compensated §ow is represented vs. time for
reduced models of varying order (p represents the number of modes modeling the
stable subspace). Note that no results with reduced models based on stable global
modes are shown since the compensated system was always found unstable.
For reduced models based on POD and BPOD modes, the system is unstable
if only a few modes are considered. When more modes are added, the ampli¦cation rate of the energy decreases, ultimately leading to a stable system. This
performance is related to an improved capture of the inputoutput behavior as
the number of modes increases. In agreement with the previous section, BPOD
modes are much more e©cient in stabilizing the §ow with a small number of
modes.
As shown in [8], the stability of the compensated system using an arbitrary
reduced model can be investigated replacing the linearized direct numerical simulation (plant) by a reduced model (thereafter called the reduced plant) which
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Figure 8 Performance of partial-state controller measured as the perturbation kinetic
energy vs. time for di¨erent ROMs: (a) the number of included POD modes (in addition
to the unstable global modes) is denoted by p; and (b) the number of included BPOD
modes (in addition to the unstable global modes) is denoted by p

Figure 9 σmax vs. the number of modes modeling the stable subspace for reduced
models based on BPOD (1), POD (2), and global (3) modes

captures accurately the inputoutput relation. In this case, a reduced model
composed of 8 unstable modes and 13 BPOD modes is considered. Considering
the eigenvalues of the coupled system: reduced plant + compensator based on an
arbitrary reduced model, a positive real part of the least stable eigenvalue σmax
indicates an unstable compensated system. This quantity is displayed in Fig. 9
(black dots) vs. the number p of modes modeling the stable subspace. While
only 7 BPOD modes are required to stabilize the system, reduced models based
on POD modes need at least 28 modes to achieve this goal (see the dashed vertical line). Whatever the number of global modes used, they cannot stabilize the
system. This is in agreement with the energy curves in Fig. 8.
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6

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, a closed-loop control based on various reduced models have been
considered to suppress a global instability. It is shown that in order to stabilize the §ow, the reduced model needs not only to span the unstable subspace,
but also to capture accurately the inputoutput behavior of the stable subspace.
The latter condition is not veri¦ed by reduced models based on global modes
(using the bi-orthogonal projection) whatever the number of modes included in
the reduced model. This makes them unable to achieve a successful closed-loop
control. On the contrary, provided a su©cient number of modes are considered
for the modeling of the stable subspace, the inputoutput behavior is well approximated by reduced models based on BPOD or POD modes. In this case,
the perturbations are suppressed. Moreover, the superiority of BPOD modes
on POD modes, i. e., their ability to control with a fewer number of modes, is
attributed to their improved observability.
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